
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of tech architect.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for tech architect

Micro device (cell phones, tablets, ) hardware and software repair/support
experience across all major OEM's including Android, Apple IOS, and
Windows Mobile operating platforms
Develop trusted and influential relationships with the technical decision-
making and decision-influencing customer contacts (including the CIO or
CTO) and provide technical perspective and guidance for the customer’s
business executive level contacts
Must learn to be perceived by the customer as being both customer centric
and solutions oriented, bring tangible value in terms of industry/technical
experience, knowledge, and expertise
Advance strategic sales cycles through insight driven conversations,
executive presentations, and consultative workshops
Collaborate in the preparation and delivery of proofs of concepts,
demonstrations, etc according to CA’s Best Practices
Establish sustainable relationships with internal / external partners and clients
Demonstrate a working knowledge of product functionality and benefits
within identified solution sets
Deliver prescriptive guidance around industry best practices and thought
leadership to maximize adoption, improve customer success to drive higher
NPS, ultimately to maintain renewals rates and ensure future growth
Develop and maintain credibility and foster relationships with client and key
decision-makers by leveraging previous customer success stories to build CA
brand awareness
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Qualifications for tech architect

Experience with object-oriented technologies, including a range of design
patters
Able to work well in extremely fast paced and entrepreneurial environments
Independent self-starter who is highly focused and results oriented
Good implementation skills and proficiency in high level programming
languages, such as Java, C/C++, Matlab, R, Python or Perl
5+ years of team leading in an architecture/design/development role
Comprehensive experience of IT architecture, frameworks, integration
technologies, design & solution implementation


